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Learn how to design roads
for older drivers
T he way we design roadways has changed a lot

over the years, often in responlse to lew technolo-
gies. chaes in trainsportation patterns, and the

evolution of motor vehicles. liToday, roadway design is
beginning to respond to a new kind of change in the
"design driver."

In 1995. the 65-and-older age group numbered 33.5
nmillion in the Inited States. By the year 2005. this
group will grow to more than 36 million, and will top 50
million by 20)20 to account for approximately 20 percent
of the driving-age population. As a result. if roadway
design is governed by 85th-percentile requirements, the
design driver of the early 21st century will be over age 65.

This demographic shift reflects the aging of the baby
boon generlation, a change in our nation's demographics

that will have far-reaching implications for the trans-
portation system. Advances in medical technology will

allow the aging population to lead longer and more

active lives. and ldriver-assistive vehlicle systemis for nav-
igation and control will encouriage these actixe seniors to
hit the road (see related article on page 8).

In response to the increase in the number of older

drivers, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

published the Older )river Higlmi'avy Desin Iitmdhook
in December 1998. While it does not constitute a new
standard of required piractice, the handhook aims to pro-
lide guidelines and recommiendations for accointiodal
ing the needs of older road users. Engineers and phln
nets, particularly in coinmunities with large aging popu-
lations, can apply the information at their discretion to
road construction projects.

Cathy Satterfield. safety and design engineer for the
F IIWA Midwestern Resource ('enter, will teach a one-
day workshop based on this handbook on May 22 in St.
Paul. For more inlformation contact Maria I lagen at 612-

625-8373.

Safety: in the eye of the beholder
Weakening eyesight is an almost universal effectI of
aging, and it should be taken into account when design-
ing for older drivers. The same factors that iake it hard
to read the fine pr it on a restaurant menu can make it
diffliculnt to read warning signs in time to react safely.

Older drivers continued on hack page

CTAP instructor wanted
Minnesota T and Mn/DOT are seeking CTAP instructor

applicants. Look for a March-April posting for this full-

time, permanent position. Mn/DOT will be posting both

inside and outside the department. Applicants with

road/highway maintenance experience, a heart for help-

ing others learn, and a desire to seek out and facilitate

the exchange of new maintenance practices are encour-

aged to apply. For further information please contact la

Xiong of Mn/DOT at 651-282-5434. T

Minnesota T2 finds a warm
December welcome in Siberia
W hen asked last

October if I
would go to

Siberia in December, my
first thought was, "What
did I do wrong?"
Seriously, with a rather
naive enthusiasm. I

jumped at the chance. But
I wondered, "What would
a team of English-speak-
ing Minnesotans really

have in common with their
Russian-speaking Siberian
counterparts ?" Actually. as
we all learned. more than
either team expected-----for
starters, a passion for high-

quality roads, tolerance of
subzero temperatures, and
a love of lishing!

In December Siberian
obhlst (or state) and
Minnesota transportation

delegates met in

Layers of warm clothing and Russian hospitality kept Minnesota visitors warm while discussing
transportation concerns for cold weather. Front row: Tracy Busch (FHWA), Natalya Stepanova
(West Siberia 7 Center), Cheri Marti. Back row: Mike Marti, Anatoli Kaganov (West Siberia r
Center), Mike Marttila and Doug Weiszhaar (Mn/DOT), Anna Tsaplina (RADOR), and Alexei
Belokobilski (Kemerovo Road Administration)

Kemrnerovo. Siberia, lfor a week of presentations and
exchanges on cold-weather transportation technology,
hbest practices, and mutual highway-related challenges.
Despite frigid temperatures, the Russians offered a
warm and gracious welcome to their American visitors.
The delegation included Mn/DOT's deputy commis-
sioner, Doug Weiszhaar, and director of construction
and contract administration, Mike Marttila; Cheri Marti
of Minnesota T2/1 ITAP; Mike Marti of SRF Consulting
Group: and 'Tracy Busch and Bob Ford of the FIlWA

International Programs Office.
The purpose of the trip financed by the FIIWA

and the Kemerovo and Tomnsk Highway
Administrations-was to assess transportation needs of
Kemerovo, learn about opportunities and benefits for
Minnesota, and explore an ongoing relationship to con-
tinue to learn from one another. The F'IWA has invited
several states including Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Kentucky. Maine. North Carolina, and Minnesota to

Siberia continued on next page

Predicting ESALs on low-volume roads in Minnesota
by Gene Skok, Dave Tinm, and Ann Nelson

tie of the critical comllponentls for designing niew and
rehabilitated pavecients is the prediction iof trafflic

loading at a particular location. In Milnnesota the trllflic
is evaluated using the total nuiber of Iquivalent

Standard Axle I.oads t(S i\l.s) to go over tile paveinent
during the design period.

lecause the type of vehicle CanI vary greaIty on
county roads anld city seets fo)r example. logging
truicks may use some roads and farin vehicles others
there have beenl questions about the accuracy of tisinlg
statewide vehicle distributions. Io find out how well this

ILmethod works, researchers at Mn/I)OT leasured vehicle

411MR2M

type distributions in three Minnesota counties and com-

pared the results with the predictions using statewide
distributions. tlere's w hat theyv lind.

C(urrent method
The most coImmon method used lfor predicting ESAL.s is
based oin total traffic volume (average annual daily tral-
fic or AAI)T), vehicle type distribution. and truck equiv-
alency t actors, along with a growth factor for the specific

roadway segiiient. AAI)T values cant be obtained Ifront
raflfic flow mlaps. Weight distributions can be deter-
inined for various types of vehicles fromn Weigh-In
Motion (WIM) sites around Minnesota.

The other lactors --xchicle type distribution and
gro tlh factors -- Iist be determlined for specific loca-

ESALs 'ontinu'd on pagei 4
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Siberiaftron page /
provide Russia's oblasts with the technical
and managerial information they need to
carry out free-market reforms in the high-
way sector and to improve their highway
networks. One primary goal is to establish
and connect the Russian technology trans-
fer centers with the U.S. technology trans-
fer community including the state network

of T/LTAP centers.
It was a busy week with non-stop tours

of highway maintenance and construction
facilities and equipment manufacturing
plants, snow removal
demonstrations, and discus- There are I
sions with the West Siberia

T' Center, as well as visits differences
with the deputy governor
and university faculty. We our transp
learned countless interesting practices
things. such as:
* Kemerovo roads were in Siberia;

quite smooth-asphalt
surface with little com- we found
pacted snow and wide portation r
shoulders. As in
Minnesota, road safety work, tech
and accident rates are a
primary concern. and practic

However, in Kemerovo quite adva

the Road Administration
is held legally responsi-
ble for accidents due to snow and/or
ice-covered road conditions. Sand is
primarily used on the roads because
the subzero temperatures render deic-

ing chemicals ineffective.
* There are five classes of roadways with

varying winter maintenance standards
within the Kemerovo Road
Administration: Class I--inter-region-
al. four-lane expressway requiring
snow removal within four hours and
the road open; Class 2-intra-regional,

high-quality two-lane roads requiring
snow removal within five hours; Class

3-local roads connecting all towns

and cities requiring snow removal
within six hours: Class 4-gravel roads
connecting villages; and finally. Class

5--dirt roads to provide access but no
maintenance standards required.

* Their base snowplow unit (of primarily

Finnish design and similar to
Minnesota's Class 35 truck) is manu-

factured with special attachments in

Kemerovo. A couple of attachments of

Minnesota interest include a rotating

brush attachment to wash guardrails
and a small pick-up gutter sweeper
(which sells for a mere $18,(XX)).

* Road maintenance is primarily priva-
tized and performed by contractors
who bid on the maintenance work in

the various districts. However, the

equipment they use is owned by the
state Road Administration and 85 per-

un
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o

the

roa

no

ce
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cent of their annual revenue is from
construction work.

* The Road Administration has a quality
inspection unit that reviews and
inspects sections of roadway against
established standards. If the road
assessed is below a standard by a cer-
tain degree. the maintenance contractor
receives a disincentive in the form of
reduced funding.

* Employers/contractors of maintenance
personnel frequently raise livestock

and crops which are provid-
ed to their workers as part of

pique their income.

between * The Tomsk State
University (in the neighbor-

rtation ing oblast of Kemerovo) is

d those manufacturing and testing
manmade stone-a material

verall, that is very hard yet lighter
than natural rock. It can be

eir trans- produced in various sizes,

and its use is being explored
as a lightweight aggregate

ologies, fill material. This will poten-
tially save transportation

s to be managers from having to
transport natural aggregate

ced.
over thousands of miles.
* A director of a road

administration (similar to a DOT com-
missioner) can also serve as an elected

congressman in the oblast legislature.
Generally speaking, although there are

unique differences among the Siberian
transportation practices compared with

ours, we found their transportation road
network. technologies, and practices to be
quite advanced. What are too numerous to
recount are the many things learned and

experienced regarding the Russian culture.
From the vast array of meats, caviar, and
chocolates after each meeting, the count-

less toasts to new friendship using home-
grown, private label vodka, to experienc-

ing a traditional Russian bonva (sauna).
we had the privilege of experiencing a

community that is not just surviving, but

thriving despite the challenges of its politi-
cal reform. We hated to leave our new

friends. All of us from Minnesota agreed
our Siberian hosts were the most gracious,

generous, and warm people we had ever
met. In the words of Doug Weiszhaar, "We
could barely speak a few words of each
other's language, but we communicated
beyond belief."

A colleague asked me., "'After your 28-
hour trip across 13 time zones and endur-

ing temperatures colder than minus 30

degrees F-if asked to go to Siberia again

in December, would you gou?" I wouldn't

miss it. T2
-- herin Marti
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Alexander Sannikov, director of the Kemerovo
Highway Administration, and Doug Weiszhaar

Siberian guardrails are
kept clean and free of
snow drift. Pictured at
right is the two-staged
process of snow removal.
First, a tractor with a
hydraulic push blade
removes snow from
beneath the guardrail.
This allows a motor grad-
er with a wing blade
extended outside the
guardrail to plow the
remaining snow easily
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Cheri Marti presents a U of M portfolio to
her Siberian counterpart. Anatoli Kaganov,
director of the West Siberia T7 Center.

Although Siberian snowplow units are similar to Minnesota's Class 35 truck, the hydraulic under-
body blade extension and the dual-edge plow blades for longer blade life caught Minnesotan
attention.

Page 2 " January-March 2001.
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Board chooses new projects
A t its Novenmber 15 meeting. theMinnesota LIocal Road Research

Board (I,RRB) selected the follow-
ing research projects for funding:

Suhgrade Stabilization, Gene Skok.
Civil Engineering (U of M). The objective
of this research is to provide a summary
of best practices for the design and con-
struction of local road subgrades in
Minnesota. Two big problems facing local
road construction are the variability of
subgrade soils throughout the state and
the effect of water on the subgrade, espe-
cially during periods of freezing temnpera-
tures. The developmnent of best practices
will lead to more uniform design and con-
structioil practices and increased pase-
nient life.

I)river-Assistive Systems for Rural
Applications: A Path to Deployment,
Craig Shankwitz., Mechanical
Engineering (UI of M). This research is to
develop a deployment path in rural areas
for driver-assistive systems already devel-
oped for snowplows in the last five years.
The researchers aim to do this by devel-
oping an automated means of creating
digital maps to be used in the assistive
system. then collaborating with county
engineers throughout the state to evaluate
the assistive system.

Accident Analysis of' Low-Volume
Roads, Michael Wade, Kinesiology (U of
M). This research will analyze existing
accident data for Greater Minnesota
township roads to determine if existing
signage and low-volume road design stan-
dards are driven by decisions based on
accident data. It will examine whether the
existing standards should be strictly fol-
lowed or some flexibility allowed.

Improving the Design of Roadside
Ditches to l)ecrease Transportation-
Related Surface Water Pollution, David
Bieshboer. Plant Biology (U of M). This
research will investigate using ditches as
a water trcatmlent system and not solely
as a lmeans for transporting water. Several
biological ditch systems will be examined
lkr their effectiveness in reminoving pollu-
tants froni ditch drainage. Ditch mainte-
nance issues also will be examined.

Statewide Implications of
Transportation Financing Reform:
Impacts on Rural Roads and Other
Low-Traffic Roads, Tom Stinson, Barry
Ryan, David Anderson, Applied
Economics (U of M). This research will
address the problenm of financing low-traf-
fic roads and the claim that user tees will
not allow adequate maintenance of these
roads. Most previous research on user fees
has been conducted in relation to heavy-

volume roads in densely populated areas.
It will also analyze financing alternatives
for low-volume and rural roads.

Use of Ground Penetrating Radar to
Review Cross-Section of Road, Craig
Schrader and Dave Van Deusen, Mn/I)OT.
The objective of this project is to deter-
mine if Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
survey equipment and techniques can be
used to accurately detect subsurface
defects. distresses, and other features in
Minnesota pavements.

Repair of Rubberized C(rack
Filler/Joint Filler, Roger (. O()lson. Jerry
Geib. and Thomas Wood, Mn/DOT. Local
road authorities have sealed cracks to elim-
inate water infiltration into hot-mix asphalt

(HMA) roadways for years. The original
rubberized crack and joint lillers work well
for three to seven years, then fail: currently
there is no accepted method to reseal the
cracks/joints. This research will develop
acceptable methods to repair failures in the
following types of seals: rout and seal, saw
and seal, and clean and seal.

The Environmental Effect of the Use
of Shredded Tires as Underwater
Lightweight Fills, Bruce L. Johnson.
Mn/DOT. The purpose of this project is to
pertorm a peer-reviewed applied field study
to determnnine the env\ironmental t fate and
relative environmental hazards of organic
and inorganic chemicals in tire shreds pro-
posed for use as lightweight fills.

Cost Comparison of Treatments
Used to Maintain or Upgrade
Aggregate Roads, Greg Johnson and
Roger Olson, Mn/DiOT, and Gene Skok
Civil Engineering (U of M. This project
will evaluate the life cycle cost of six
options available for maintaining and
upgrading an aggregate road. It will deter-
mine cost-effective solutions on how a
road can be upgraded incrementally. This
will include a comparison of hot-mix
asphalt. oil gravel, surface treatment (such
as double chip seal). thin concrete. stabi-
lizers (CaCI,. etc.). and natural surfacing
aggre'gate. T

Dynamic message signs at curves may lower crash risk
A driver tries to take a curve too quickly in a rural area They conpared driver reaction to three different sce-

and runs off the road. This is the most common type narios:
of crash on two-lane rural roadways and as a result is a * A static CURVE AHEAD warning sign and
significant safety issue. Research shows that the number speed advisory plate only (the dynamic sign was
and frequency of this type of crash is higher near isolated left blank)
horizontal curves. The data also suggest that excessive * A static sign along with a CURVE AHEAD rmes-
speed and the increased driver effort needed to successful- sage on the dynamic sign
ly navigate curves are likely contributing factors in most * A static sign with the sequential CURVE
crashes. However, there is little or no information about AHEAD, REDUCE SPEED message on the
the effectiveness of traditional tools-such as static curve dynamic sign
warning signs -- to help drivers stay on the road. With the third scenario, the message sign was

To address this concern, Mn/D)OT and the LRRB activated when approaching vehicles were traveling
funded research to investigate the ability of advanced at 53 m.p.h. or higher.
technologies specifically, dynamic message signs--to "T'he data suggest, and statistical tests confirm,
lower vehicle speeds and improve vehicle navigation that the initial speed of a vehicle prior to entering a
throtugh horizontal curves. curve does have a statistical-

The researchers--led by ly significant effect on the
loward Preston (then of BRW I probability of successfully

Inc.) and Ted Schoenecker-- navigating through the
explored two main issues: Is there curve.' Preston says. For
a relationship between a vehicle's example, there was an
speed on the approach to a curve approximate 20 percent
and the ability to successfully greater chance for vehicles
navigate the curve? And secondl, 4 with an initial speed at or
is there a dillerence between stat- 40 below the speed limit to be
ic and dynamic signing in the able to successfully navigate
ability to reduce the speed of the curve (i.e., stay within
high-speed vehicles? lane boundaries) than for

Rather than use data fromn vehicles with an initial speed
actual crashes in their study. which would be too limited above 55 m.p.h. Moreover. approximately 45 percent
to draw statistically reliable conclusions, they decided to of vehicles traveling with an initial speed at or above
measure speed and navigation at a test curse to generate a 65 m.p.h. were unable to successfully navigate
large enough database of inlormation. They surveyed through the curve, compared with 30 percent for
local agencies to identify their concerns about horizontal vehicles with an initial speed less than 65 m.p.h.
curves, potential candidate locations for conducting field The data also indicate that the overall effect of
testing, and current best design practices. the dynamic curve warning system on vehicle speeds

After reviewing an inventory of available technolo- is relatively small. "However, the dynamic system
gies, they hired ADDCO Inc., a manufacturer of traffic had a much greater effect on high-speed vehicles
control equipmnent and industrial products. to assemble a than the static curve warning sign, and the dynamic
package of off-the-shelf hardware and software including systern significantly improved the ability of the high-
a closed-circuit TV camera, a VCR, a PC mounted on a speed vehicles to successfully navigate through the
trailer, and a changeable message sign and radar unit. curve," Preston says. Approximately 35 percent of
AI)I)DCO Inc. was also responsible for deploying the the drivers who observed only the static sign were
package in the field and collecting the data. The total cost unable to successfully navigate through the horizon-
of the package is approximately $50,00(X). "However. an tal curve conlpared with only 26 percent for the driv-
agency could deploy a changeable message sign and radar er's exposed to the sequential CURVE AHEAD.
unit lor approximately $10,000 along any rural roadway," RIED)UCli SPlElII) dynamic message. The results con-
Preston says. firlm that speed advisories as currently used are not

The research team deployed this package on a tour- very effective at reducing vehicle speeds in horizontal
degree curve, with a posted 40 m.p.h. speed advisory, curves.
along I)akota ('ounty State Aid Itighway (CSAH) 54 in Tol read more about this research, call Mn/I)(T's
Ravenna Iownship, approximately ive nmiles southeast of Of()fice of Research Services at 651-282-2269 and
lastings. 'They conducted the field test over a four-day order the report, P'otenial .Saft' iffets ofDl)ynmni

period in August 1999, during which time they collected Siining at Rual HoriZontal ('ones. Report no.

speed dlata fi over 2,600 vehicles and tracked and cap- 2000-14. TZ

tured on videlttape almost 600 vehicles through the curve.
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LRRB developing Web-based
asphalt paving guide

n the last 12 years, the specification used for Minnesota
asphalt pavements and mixtures has changed four

times. All these revisions to the Minnesota asphalt mix
and pavement specifications affect the mix design,
asphalt materials, and construction methods.

A tool that updates Minnesota's city and county engi-
neers on the changes and new technologies would be
very useful, and to serve that need, the Local Road
Research Board Research Implementation Committee
(LRRB RIC) approved the funding for development of an
asphalt paving guide. The guide will inform and assist
local engineers and maintenance staff with the many new
procedures and requirements, enabling them to continue
providing quality pavements using the best practices
available.

The LRRB RIC recently completed market research
to identify if there was a need and interest in an asphalt
paving guide and if so, to determine its content and for-
mat. They conducted a survey of county and city engi-
neers, and held follow-up focus group meetings. Those
subjects that are most relevant to local engineers and
their staff were identified, along with how the newer mix
designs, construction, inspection, and quality control
methodologies should be incorporated so that they are
applicable to the local government level. Local engineers
and their staff members also identified the desired format
for the paving guide and made many excellent sugges-
tions regarding its content and features, maintenance,
and distribution. The LRRB RIC greatly appreciates all
the input and participation it received.

The focus groups also recommended the asphalt
paving guide be housed on an interactive Web site. It will
include construction information, design criteria, materials
information for both asphalt and aggregates, and links to
valuable resources and appropriate Web sites. The
Asphalt Paving Guide Web site will be complete this sum-
mer.

The paving guide subcommittee members are looking
for local maintenance and engineering staff to join us in
directing the project. To address local conditions relating
to materials and costs, we would very much like to have
broad representation from all parts of the state. If you are
interested in serving on the subcommittee, please contact
me at 612-275-8190. We welcome your participation. T'

-Ann Johnson
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"Children at Play" signs can cause confusion

Road signs give messages 
to drivers.

If the messages are unclear, unnec-

essary. or confusing they can cause
danger to motorists and others. The
Manual on Unifornn 7Trafic Control

Devices (MUTCD) is the standard for
placing traflic signs and markings to give
clear messages to motorists. (Ed. note:
Some .states, including Minnesota. have

opted to develop their own nmanuals.
Theretore. in Minnesota, the Minnesota
MUTCD is the authorized .set of stan-
dards. )

According to the report Maintenance
Management of Street and Highway Signs
by the Transportation Research Board,
improvements in traffic signing have the
highest benefit-cost ratio of any highway
safety improvement. About 29 percent of
tort liability lawsuits against highway
departments are related to traffic signing.
For these reasons alone it is worthwhile to
install road signs according to the MUTCD.

Citizens often demand that thi
erect Children at Play signs on th
to reduce the risk of automobile-p
accidents. Officials ask, "What
does the MUTCD say about
Children at Play signs'? If we
erect a sign on one street. won't
we get requests from other
neighborhoods in town to do
the same'? What's the town's
liability?'"

The short answer is: "Do
not erect Children at Play signs."
The long answer is a bit more con
ed. First, the Children at Play sigi
unclear and unnecessary. It sugge
driver that. if no such sign is pres
another street. children are not pl
there, and it is OK to speed or to

careful. Another driver might inte
sign to mean that children are pla
the road. "Always? What time of

Second, it gives the parents an

e town dren a false sense of security. By relying
eir street on the sign, parents might monitor their
pedestrian children less closely and children might

interpret the sign to mean it is
acceptable to play in the
street.

dre Third, one Children at
Play sign leads to a prolifer-aY ation of signs throughout
the town. Since nearly every
block has children living on
it, there would have to be

signs on each one. The effect
mplicat- of too many signs is that they become
n is ineffective. The proliferation of signs
sts to the breeds disrespect. not only for the specific
ent on signs, but for all signs.
aying Fourth. to erect Children at Play signs
be less in response to one request usually gener-

rpret the ates similar requests, thereby basing sign
ying in placement on political rather than on

day?" sound engineering judgment.
nd chil- Fifth, because they are confusing and

do not meet specific criteria for good sign-
ing, placing Children at Play signs opens
the municipality to tort liability.

Sixth, since all signs need to be main-
tained to be effective, the proliferation of
unnecessary signs places an undue burden
on maintenance crews. Purchasing, erect-
ing, and keeping these signs in good order
is expensive.

For these reasons, the MUTCD dis-
courages the use of Children at Play signs.
However, municipalities can and should
post signs for school zones, pedestrian
crossings, and playgrounds. The MUTCD
makes specific reference to these situa-
tions. Signing such areas gives clear mes-
sages to drivers about the kind of zone
they are entering. Children at Play signs,
on the other hand, do not meet a specific

criterion. T2

[Reprinted with permission.fri lthe
Vermont LIAP Center's ILocal Roads News.
June 1994.]

Hazardous materials abandonment and response -
what workers need to know

t happens every day. A corroded barrel is reported in
the median of CSAH 33. An empty propane tank is

spotted on the side of 69th Avenue. Who gets the call

to pick up and dispose of these materials? Usually the
city or county road maintenance staff.

What seems to be a routine task, however, can be

deadly. Hazardous materials are abandoned or spilled on
public property by illegal drug labs, businesses, and indi-
viduals all the time. Containers of unknown materials
pose serious risks to responders. Disposing of these
materials in a proper manner can also be expensive for

the agency.
A hazardous material is defined as a substance or

material that poses an unreasonable risk to health, safety,

or property when transported in commerce. Some types

of hazardous material include: flammables, corrosives,

toxic, cryogenic, and biohazardous substances. When

hazardous materials are abandoned in the public right-

of-way, they become hazardous wastes.
Are you an emergency responder? If you are travel-

ing on your agency's roads, using an agency vehicle, that

answer is usually "yes." You typically also will be the

first on the scene. The important thing is to be properly

cautious of any container and to notify the proper per-

sonnel to assist you in dealing with the waste.
Tips on approaching and evaluating suspicious con-

tainers:
x Approach upwind and upgrade. Some materials can

be toxic if inhaled.

SEvaluate the scene from a
distance. Never rush into a
potentially contaminated
area.

x look to see the type and
number of containers
involved. Are they dam-
aged? Leaking'? What is the
condition of the vegetation
near the area'?

A Don't walk into spilled materials.

x I)on't smoke in the area. Don't eat, sniff, or touch

any material.
x Identify, if possible. any placards on the containers.

This information can be valuable to emergency per-
sonnel in determining whether the situation may be
an imminent hazard or not.

A Notify public safety or emergency agencies.
& Notify the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

(MPCA) of significant abandonments (more than one

container) or situations that are imminent threats to

public safety or the environment.

When you encounter a suspicious container or see
evidence of hazardous materials, the best route is to noti-

fy your local public safety or emergency personnel at

911. Even if they are not equipped to handle the materi-

al, they will know who to call. For instance, the
Minnesota Incident Management System (MIMS) is a

system of unified command, led by an incident com-
mander. The incident commander, typically the sheriff,.
police chief, or emergency services coordinator from the
city or county where the incident occurred, will be noti-
fied to handle the situation.

Questions about hazardous materials can be
addressed by professional staff at Mn/DOT's Office of
Motor Carrier Services, 651-405-6060, or toll free 888-
472-3389. Also check out their Web site at
www.dot.state.mn.us/motorcarrier or the Department
of Public Safety's site at www.dps.state.mn.us/

emermgt.index.html. T2

- Maria Hagen

rug lab wastes are an increasingly common

disposal threat. Making drugs is obviously ille-

gal, but abandonment of hazardous materials or pol-

lutants is also a criminal offense. The most common

by-product from drug labs is anhydrous ammonia.

This material is often placed in propane "barbeque"

tanks, thermos bottles, or other small coolers and

then taped shut. When you encounter drug lab

waste, you are entering a crime scene. Don't enter

the area or move material until the police have been

contacted and they have given the OK.

ESALs .t,,,, ge

tions at the city and county. Usually, vehi-

cle type distributions at the local level are
based on assumed statewide distributions.
In some cases these statewide distribu-
tions may not reflect the actual values
very well and can result in inaccurate
ESAI predictions.

The Mn/DOT / University study
To determine the variability that can
occur in the calculation of ESALs,
Mn/DOT staff from the Management
Data Services Office used vehicle classifi-

cation devices to measure actual vehicle

type distributions on a total of 29 county

roads in three Minnesota counties
(Douglas, Kandyohi, and Olmsted) in

1998 and 1999. Most of the roads were
farm-to-market. The team collected data
using dual pneumatic tube counters and

used a software program to normalize the

data by season and calculate annual dis-

tributions.

Results show wide variance
The data from the field measurements
were analyzed to determine how variable

the distributions and resulting ESAL esti-
mates were. Comparisons of the meas-

ured and statewide assumed distributions
uncovered some significant variations.
The measured values showed that some
vehicle types--such as five-axle semi-

trailers and three-axle single-unit
trucks--were somewhat underestimated.
The data indicate there is no "representa-

tive" vehicle type distribution for county

roads.
Comparisons of ESALs calculated

from the two years of data showed:
* In 36 of the 53 cases, the assumed

distribution underpredicted the meas-

ured ESAILs.
* Overall, nearly half of the assumed

ESAI.s had an error exceeding 40
percent.

* Only 9 of the 53 predictions were
within 20 percent of the ESAL,s calcu-
lated from the measured distributions.

* The percent error ranged from 2 to

167 percent.
* The predicted ESALs were highly

variable between sites in a particular

county; this results from a combina-

tion of variable average annual daily

traffic (AADT) and variable vehicle

type distributions.

What's next: new procedure
Based on these results, the research team

is developing a procedure for cities and

counties that will allow them to conduct

their own vehicle classification studies for
specific sections of roadway. Procedures

will include standard dual pneumatic hose
counters and the software for analyzing

the data. The cost for the equipment is

approximately $8,000 to $9,000. and
Mn/I)OT would be available to help
agencies use the software.

The researchers plan to present this
information around the state in 2001.
including presentations at District State
Aid meetings across Minnesota. They
will also solicit volunteer cities and coun-
ties to try the method of measuring vehi-
cle type distributions on specific road-

ways. TZ

fSkok i. a tresearch associate in the

University of Minnesota I)epartnlent of
Civil Engineering (CE). 7 learn tlore

about lthis re.earch and the new p)roce -

dure, please e-mail hint at
skok003 (a t icnumn.ediu.

Tiinn is a I'Ph.lD. candidate in (CE: his
e-mail adhrIe s is timnxOl0(a tc.umn.edu.

Nelson is with Mn)/DOT's
Management I)ata Services Off/ice.
('Contact him at tom.nnelso;(a
dot. state.mn.,us. I
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Roundabouts make safer, more efficient intersections

W hat's round and has three. four, five, or more
legs? It's a modern traffic roundabout.
Wisconsin's first two opened in the village of

Howard last October. The roundabouts, about a block

apart, have slowed traffic speeds and eased congestion in

front of the Howard elementary and middle schools.
"It has increased safety dramatically." says Cole

Runge, a principal planner with the Brown County
Planning Commission. "Six months after the round-
abouts went in, the sheriff's department removed the
intersection's 25-year-old hazardous designation.

Students from nearby subdivisions can now walk and

bicycle to school."
Pedestrians are safer in roundabouts because they

cross one lane at a time and they only have to look for
traffic in one direction. Bikes can cross like pedestrians
or enter with traffic. The slow speeds are safer for bikes
too.

Speed studies on the Howard roundabouts show that
nearly all traffic is traveling at less than 20 m.p.h. at the
crosswalks, yet trafic flow has been improved dramati-
cally. School buses and cars no longer stack up to the

previous intersection as
they did at the old two-
way stop. Roundabouts
are also safer for vehicles
because they cut the
potential conflict points
from 32 to 12 (see dia-
grams).

-I think the newest.
best idea out there is the
roundabout." says village
of Iloward public works
director Bob Bartelt. "I'
think they're going to take-
off in the state." Howard
is looking at building
more roundabouts, the
next one in a subdivision. Brown County also plans to
build three more in the city of De Pere in 2001 and oth-
ers throughout the county in the future.

Turning the Lineville Road intersections into round-
abouts added only about $25,000 to the cost of recon-
structing the street that fronts the schools. The extra cost

paid for additional curbing and colored concrete for the
crosswalks. And as a bonus, the flowers and other plant-
ings in the roundabout's center make the area much
more visually attractive than a standard intersection.

Modern roundabouts
Modern roundabouts are well established in Colorado.
Florida, and Maryland. They are easy to drive, unlike
old-fashioned rotary intersections found in Boston and
elsewhere. Entering traffic yields to vehicles already in
the intersection and only merges with traffic from the
left. Each approach leg has a merge and diverge point
and there is no crossing traffic.

Roundabout course to be held
this spring
L ast November the LRRB offered a two-and-a-half-

day course on roundabout design. The course
instructors were the primary investigators and compil-
ers of the FHWA's recent publication, Roundabouts:
An Informational Guide, which provides recommenda-
tions on roundabout design and planning based on
experience worldwide combined with American
design convention and AASHTO standards. Agenda
topics of the November course included considera-
tions in selecting a roundabout design, operational
and safety elements, geometric design fundamentals,
signing, delineation, illumination, and construction
considerations. The course was well-received by the
participants and had favorable ratings in the evalua-
tion forms that were filled out.

The next course, cosponsored by Mn/DOT, will be
held in late May. Since the course is cofunded by the
LRRB RIG, municipal and county engineering staff
are encouraged to attend. To find out more about the
course, please contact Ron Erickson, Mn/DOT's state
geometrics engineer, at 651-296-3049.Tp

"Once the public gets used to them, they start going
in like wildfire," says Pat Hawley. trafflic section director
at HNTB consulting engineers in Milwaukee. "They
have good operational characteristics with less delay per
vehicle than at a standard intersection, and they are quite
a bit safer than a signalized intersection because speeds
are so much lower." Hawley is evaluating a roundabout
for an intersection in Brookfield, near Milwaukee.

Roundabouts don't necessarily need more right of
way space than a standard four-way stop intersection,
and they can take less space than a signalized intersec-
tion with extra turn lanes. They operate well under a
wide range of traffic volumes. but it is best if traffic
flows are relatively balanced from all approaches. They
need level terrain and the legs should be perpendicular.
although roundabouts can also be very effective at non-
perpendicular intersections. Roundabouts don't work as
well as part of a progressive signal system or too close
to another intersection that is signalized.

Single-lane roundabout capacity is 20,000 vehicles a
day, though some actually carry more. There are also
two-lane and three-lane roundabouts that handle higher
traffic volumes. Colorado recently solved traffic conges-
tion by building a roundabout at an interstate inter-
change. Vehicles no longer back up into the freeway dur-
ing peak times.

"Typically it takes drivers a very short time to adjust
to roundabouts." says Hawley. "The hardest part, and the
most important, is educating the public that this is a
tried and true method of traffic control and that it does
work."

For more information
The FHWA published Roundabouts: An Information
Guide, last year, and the Minnesota LRRB is offering
workshops based on this guide (see left). WisDOT has a
brochure on roundabout policies on state highways. See
the village of Howard roundabout on the Web at
www.village.howard.wi.us. Contact Bob Bartelt at 920-
434-4060. Cole Runge at 920-448-3400, or Pat Hawley

at 4114-359-2300. T2

[Reprinted with permission from Wisconsin
Transportation Information Center (LTAP) Crossroads

newsletter; sunmmer 2000.

Partner for Roadway Safety
Conference remains popular

fthis EI-change has whetted your appetite for more safety news,

plan now to attend next year's annual Partners for Roadway

Safety Conference. Over 130 individuals attended the 2000 con-

flrence last October in St. Paul.

The conference provides a unique opportunity for a variety of

professionals to gather and exchange ideas about highway safety

issues related to the driver, vehicle, and roadway. opics at the

2000 event were speeding and limits. seathelts in rollovers, leg-

islative bills update. graduated driver license around the country,

traffic safety friom "the bench," motor carrier laws, understanding
basic road signs. driving tips for better awareness, the media's

role in safety awareness, and aggressive driver crackdown.

The diversity of participants and topics at this conference indi-

caties this is an important event for transfer of information and

ideas.
Stay tuned for announcements of the 2001 conference in the

Exchmnge, or request to be added to the mailing list by contacting

Mary Sohlo of Mn/l)(OF at 651-284-3460. e-mail

mlarv.sohlo adot.state.nul.us. 'P
-Henry Grothaus

T' support engineer

Rochester receives first roundabouts on State Aid road
The city of Rochester needed a

new road to connect two
major city thoroughfares and pro-
vide improved access to a college
campus. Rather than build the tra-
ditional "T" intersection where the
internal roads and new road inter-
sect, the city and college chose
the safety, improved traffic flow,
and aesthetic possibilities offered
by modern "roundabouts."

Two roundabouts were built
along the 0.7-mile stretch of the
new road, named 23rd Avenue.
Statistics show roundabouts calm
traffic about 100 yards in each
direction, which translates to
approximately half the collisions
and a third of the injuries of tradi-
tional T-intersections.

These improvements happen
in part because the number of
potential accident points drops

from approximately 20 with a tra-
ditional T-intersection to just four
with a roundabout. Placing bike
paths and pedestrian crossings
before the roundabouts further
improves safety.

While the concept is simple,
the actual design proved a little
more complicated. The city and
an advisory task force worked
with the Rochester branch of
Bonestroo, Rosene, Anderlik &
Associates, Inc. (a St. Paul-based
engineering and architecture
firm). Because Minnesota did not
yet have design standards in
place for roundabouts, Bonestroo
prepared the first roundabout
design to receive a design speed
variance through the Mn/DOT
State Aid approval process. The
variance dramatically reduced the
amount of land needed for con-

struction, leaving room for new
ponds and future college develop-
ment.

The new road is expected to
accommodate an average of
4,500 cars at each roundabout by
the year 2015, well below the
design capacity of 10,000 cars.

The road and roundabouts
opened in summer 2000. Each
roundabout carried a price tag of
$117,600, which falls almost
directly between the cost of a
non-signaled T-intersection and
the ballpark estimate of a signal
system. The roundabouts were
constructed in conjunction with
other road projects in the area,
which minimized the disturbance
to the environment and limited
traffic disruption. PT

[From materials provided by
Bonestroo.]
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Attractions
Equipment Management
for Public Works

Mar. 15 Albert
Lea

Mar. 20 Duluth
Mar. 22 St. Paul

Gravel Roads Maintenance and Design
Mar. 28 St. Paul
Mar. 29 St. Cloud
Apr. 4 Detroit Lakes
Apr. 5 Virginia

Minnesota Spring Maintenance Expo
Apr. 18-19 St. Cloud

Preventive Maintenance for Public Works
Equipment

May 15 St. Paul
May 16 Willmar
May 22 Duluth

Hydraulic Design of Storm Sewer Systems
June 5 Bemidji
June 12 Granite Falls
June 19 St. Paul

Work Zone Traffic Control
Contact Warning Lites at 612-521-4200.
Mar. 14 St. Cloud
Mar. 28 Duluth
Mar. 29 -Grand Rapids
Apr. 5 Brooklyn Center
Apr. 11 Little Canada
Apr. 26 Brainerd

Unless otherwise noted, contact Teresa Washington at
612-624-3745: twashing@cce.umn.edu for further
information.

Disability accommodations are provided upon
request. Check the T2 Web site for a full listing of
workshops and other transportation events at
www.cts.umn.edu/events. T<

A perspective from one, speaking for many

Moving MinnesotaI spent the better part of I 1 years performing highway

maintenance work in both urban and rural settings before
landing in my CTAP instructor position. I remember get-

ting called to work on a hot summer Sunday afternoon to
repair a blow-up in downtown Minneapolis on 35W. We

had set up a lane closure and were jack-hammering and
removing the heaved concrete. While we worked on this

emergency repair. someone driving by yelled at us to "get a

job."
Pardon me. During blizzards and floods, the public

appreciates the efforts of road crews, but when driving by a
routine road maintenance operation many commuters
quickly become frustrated. Besides verbal abuse and jokes,

transportation professionals have had to endure flying beer

bottles and drivers purposely blasting their horns just to see

workers jump out of their skins and scatter. I have even had
a motorist swerve at me and then laugh while driving

away. Many a flag person has had to dive ftr the ditch after

a dreamy motorist failed to notice the traffic control of the

impending work zone. When the dust settles, the drivers

are usually mad at the flag person.
Have any of you ever heard anyone tell the kid that

messed up their order at McDonald's to "get a job?" After
standing in a long line at the grocery store would anyone

dare to swerve their cart at the cashiers as if to run them

over? Of course not.
Why do some people act in ways that would be consid-

ered rude and shameful when they are behind the wheel of

a car? Road rage has gotten a lot of press lately. I suppose

the anonymity and sense of power some lfolks feel when

they are in their cars may be a contributing factor to the

general lack of respect shown to folks working on the

roads. I have a different slant.
In today's world, transportation is everything. When it

comes to getting where we want to go and getting there on

time, the stakes are very high. The economic and social

structure of society is dependent on the availability of a
seamless, reliable, predictable transportation system. The

average commute ten years ago was ten minutes: today it is

40 minutes. Nobody wants to be late to work, a movie, or a

child's sporting event.
I also believe the vital role the transportation profession-

al plays in delivering "transportation" is undervalued and

misunderstood. There is a misconception that "anyone" can

do these jobs. When we look at the tremendous training

investment starting to take place in this industry, we can see

that this is not true.
* Mn/DOT's Metro Division is sending new operators to

a 17-day training class. They cover commercial vehicle

inspection. defensive driving, and snow and ice opera-

tions.

Goodbyes are difficult--
instead, "thank you, best
wishes, and we'll be see-
ing you around"
Tom Broadbent, our Circuit Training

and Assistance Program (CTAP)
instructor, will be leaving his career
with state government for new oppor-

tunities with Envirotech Services, Inc. However, in pro-

viding product support for deicing and dust control prod-

ucts, Tom won't be going too far from his transportation

friends. As a maintenance worker with Mn/DOT for 18

years, Tom gained the first-hand experience needed to

effectively instruct local and state maintenance person-
nel around the state on a range of maintenance topics
from culvert and gravel road maintenance to best prac-
tices of snow and ice control.

"These are going to be difficult shoes to fill," is the

common message among CTAP customers who experi-
enced the quality training Tom delivered. Tom's unique

blend of knowledge, humor, and respect for the experi-

ence of his class participants made the learning experi-

ence interactive, engaging, and fun.

Tom, together with the support of the Minnesota

LRRB, Mn/DOT, and Minnesota T2 staff, has truly creat-

ed a model circuit training van program that others

around the country and world have learned from. We

are all grateful for Tom's high energy and dedication to

CTAP over the past three and a half years. Instead of

saying goodbye, we say, "Thank you, Tom. We wish you

all the very best in your new venture. We're glad you are

not going far...we'll be seeing you around." T2

-Cheri Marti and Maria Hagen

* Attendance at the fall and spring maintenance research

expos has increased every year.
* The Circuit Training and Assistance Program conduct-

ed almost 70 presentations and classes this year, and

the Minnesota T2 Program offered 13 other workshops

around the state.
I'm not sure how to change the perception the public

has of road crews. We are highly visible and our jobs often
have a direct impact on traffic flows. We are easy targets

(pun intended). I think the best place to start is within our

own organizations. The next time that you get to work on

time, your kids get to school safely, and there are groceries

in your grocery store, remember to thank the talented and

dedicated folks that are out there "Moving Minnesota." TZ

-Tnom Broadbent
CTIAP instructor

Maintenance expo: a "first timer's" view
The Fall Maintenance Expo & Snow

"Roadeo" Competition was held last

September at the St. Cloud Public Works

Facility. The two-day expo attracted more

than 1,300 registrants from state. county,

city, and township governments. They
shared a common interest in keeping up
to date on the latest in road maintenance

and safety equipment. and an opportunity
to hear informational sessions on topics

related to road and street maintenance. It
was also a chance for attendees to show

off their skills in operating snowplows by

competing in the "Roadeo."
As a new part-time technical support

engineer for the T' Program, I had my

first opportunity to attend this event and I
was very impressed. During my active
full-time career, I talked to several people
who had attended in the past: and from

my involvement on the T2' Steering

Committee (prior to my retirement as
state aid engineer) I had a general knowl-

edge of the expo. However, neither of

these prepared me for the actual event. So

I' d like to use this article to give readers
my observations of those two days, as a
first-time attendee.

First, I was impressed with the num-

ber of equipment operators and mainte-

nance personnel in attendance.
Attendance has been increasing each
year, which obviously reflects the interest

in this expo by those most closely
involved in maintenance activities. The
logistics involved by the sponsoring agen-

cies in putting on this event are obviously

large and complex. and yet everything ran

smoothly.
The exhibits were well visited by

everyone in attendance. The booths show-

ing safety equipment, new products, and

new techniques in maintenance practices,

as well as the exhibits of large mainte-
nance equipment located outside in "the
yard." were being visited by attendees

continuously throughout both days. As

someone who has not been very close to
maintenance equipment for the past 10

years. I was amazed at the technological
improvements that have been made.

Educational session topics included

cutting-torch safety, defensive driving.
winter patching and materials, dealing

with difficult people. wheel-loader train-

ing. w inter travel and surxival, in-place

repair of culverts and
sewers, asphalt quality
control, and fire hydrant
operation and mainte-
nance. There was also a
session on the experimen-
tal snowplow research by
Mn/DOT and the
University, as well as an
opportunity to ride in the
prototype snowplow that
is being used by Mn/DOT
this winter. The snowplow

uses technology that
"looks through" blowing
snow so the operator can
see what is ahead. Most
of the classes were at or
near capacity.

The Roadeo provided

MINNESOTA

CITY * COUNTY
STATE
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EXPO

REGISTRATION

a real test of skill in operating a snow-
plow with wing in tight quarters. I was
impressed with the number of operators
who entered the event, and was even
more impressed with their skills.

I spoke with about two dozen atten-
dees in an effort to determine their view

of the expo. Some were there for the first

time and some had
attended for several vyears.

All spoke highly of the
expo and its mix of

exhibits, classroom ses-
sions. and the opportunity
to visit in an informal set-

ting with hundreds of oth-
ers who did the same type
of work for different
agencies. This opportuni-
ty to visit with peers
seemed to be an extreme-
ly valuable part of the
overall experience for
those in attendance.

My overall impression
of my first expo was that
it is a very well-planned
and organized event that

offers a valuable learning experience to

operators and maintenance personnel, and
provides it in a setting that makes it a fun

event for everyone. I'm looking forward

to attending both the spring and fall
expos this year. T'

-Pat Murphy
T' support engineer
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The Shelf
Extra! Extra!
Mn/DOT's Office of Research Services

has extra copies of the following titles to

give away on a first-come, first-served

basis.

Call Joanna Schedin at 651-282-2274.

Review of Effective Traffic Calming
Applications and Implementation Mn/DOT 1999-01

A report to assist engineers with the evaluation,
implementation. and application processes as they
relate to traffic calming.

Fabric for Reinforcement and Separation in
Unpaved Roads Mn/DOT 1999-04

Report describes experiments on soil-fabric aggre-
gate systems to evaluate the effect of a gcotextile on
unpaved road perfoirmance.

Transverse Cracking in Bridge
Decks-Summary Mn/DOTI 1999-05

This study sought to determine the dominant
parameters that lead to a premnature tranlsverse cracking
in bridge dccks and to make recommendatio s that
help reduce cracking tendency ill bridge decks.

Effect of Seeding Date on Establishment of
Prairie Grasses in Minnesota Mn/DOT 1999-16

This report describes the effects of seeding date on

native prairie grasses.
Access Management-Documenting Practices

External to Minnesota Mn/I)OT 1999-20
This paper presents a sumllllllary of access manage-

ment goals, regulatory/policy approaches, and success-
es/conlclusions of other states and countries.

Minnesota Low \Volume Road )esign Mn/DOI.
1999-34

This report examines the current practices that
local agencies use and evaluates the thickness design
procedures by comparing predicted lives for the cur-
rent designs with those obtained from the ROADI)NT

mechanistic-empirical design procedure. T2

Join winter maintenance mailing list
mailing list is a way for a group of people who may
be geographically dispersed but have e-mail addresses
to discuss topics that are of common interest- in this

case, winter maintenance. Since its origin, the Winter
Maintenance Mailing List has established itself as a com-
mon platform for about 300 snow and ice experts and enthu-
siasts ifron around the world to discuss issues related to
snow. ice, and winter maintenance activities. It has become
the official mailing list for the TRB Winter Maintenance
Committee (A3C09) and the AASHTO Snow and Ice
Cooperative Program (SICOP). The list is sponsored by the
Iowa Institute of lHydraulic Research (IIHR) at the
University of Iowa and was originated by Dr. Wilfrid Nixon
of the University's Civil and Environmental Engineering
Departmlent. The mailing list currently has over 400 sub-
scribers.

How does it work?
Once you have subscribed to the Winter Maintenance
Mailing List, whenever you or any other member sends an
e-mail to the list address -snow-ice@list.uiowa.edu- every
other subscriber on the list will get a copy of the message.
Replies may be made directly to the originator of the mes-
sage or posted to the entire membership. The list currently
generates approximately 20 messages per week. If the num-
ber should rise to more than 50 messages per week on a reg-
ular basis, a digest service will be offered.

How is it used?
The most commnion use of the winter maintenance mailing
list is to request information. Subscribers might ask ques-
tions, such as "Who has knowledge about...'?," Has any-

body had experience with this new idea I just heard of or
read about?," "Does anybody have a possible solution to this

problemn?," "Does anybody know whom I can contact to
learn more about this new product?," etc.

Another use is simply to share a success story. It is also
a way to announce a new report on a related subject and let

people know whom to contact to receive a copy. Suppliers
can use the list to announce a new product and provide con-

tact information for those who would like more information.

What about mailing list etiquette?
The Winter Maintenance Mailing List is a user list. run by
and for its users. The success of the mailing list is very
dependent on how discreetly and respectfully the subscribers
use the list. Messages to the mailing list should be short and
concise, generally no longer than can he seen on one screen.
If you have a commercially available item to announce.
please make the announcement brief. Reference to links on
the Web is a wonderful way to keep the message brief.

It is not acceptable to post binaries. i.e.. attachments to
messages, to the mailing list. In fact, anybody who does so
will automatically be cancelled from the list. Of course,
individuals replying back to an originating author may
attach anything they wish.

What if I don't find it useful?
Subscribers can UNSUBSCRIBE very easily.

How do I SUBSCRIBE?
To join the Winter Maintenance Mailing List, send an e-mail
message to snow-ice-request@list.uiowa.edu. In the body of
the message, on a line by itself with nothing else on the line.
type the word: subscribe

How do I UNSUBSCRIBE?
To leave the Winter Maintenance Mailing List, send an
e-mail message to snow-ice-request@list.uiowa.edu.

In the body of the message, on a line by itself with noth-
ing else on the line, type the word: unsubscribe.

What if I have questions?
If you should have any questions about the list. send an
e-mail with your question to the owner's address at owner-
snow-ice@list.uiowa.edu

Please feel free to send any feedback on operation or

usage of the list to the owner. T
-Erin Streff

[From information provided by Rodney Pletan, AASHTO
winter maintenance engineer.]

Midwestern Resource Center
W hen the FHWA reorganized in 1999, it creat-

ed regional resource centers. Their pur-
pose is to provide FHWA division offices,
state DOTs, metropolitan planning organiza-
tions, local and tribal transportation agen-
cies, and others with technical expertise,
program assistance, and training, and to
deliver technologies that advance the
FHWA's strategic and quality initiatives.

The Midwestern Resource Center is located
in Olympia Fields, III., and serves the states of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Its technical and program expertise is
organized into the following teams:

* highway safety
* infrastructure and operations
* planning and environment
* management and information services
* civil rights
The Midwestern Resource Center is providing funding for two new

Minnesota projects-a manual on erosion control and an asphalt
maintenance field guide.

To reach the Center call 708-283-3500 or e-mail
hrcmw.fhwa@fhwa.dot.gov. T2

New asphalt test track & research center opens
The National Center for Asphalt Technology's (NCAT) Test Track

and Research Center opened at Auburn University last October.
The new center will promote the research of hot-mix asphalt technol-
ogy as well as provide a state-of-the-art facility to train technicians
and engineers.

The center will be used to teach university courses; train techni-
cians working for DOTs, contractors, and industry suppliers, as well
as engineers; and to design, construct, and analyze the performance
of pavements. The lab will contain the latest equipment for testing
hot-mix asphalt (HMA) and the materials that make up HMA.

NCAT was created in 1986 through an agreement of the National
Asphalt Pavement Association Research and Education Foundation
and Auburn University in Alabama.

For more information call Tracie Christie of NAPA at 301-731-
4748, x118, e-mail tchristiel @hotmix.org, or visit www.hotmix.org. Tz

Getting around by bike in the Twin Cities

How is bicycletransportation han-
dled in a metropolitan
area with multiple city
and county govern-
ments side by side
with state and federal
government and
regional groups? How
do they all interact?
Who does what?
Whom do you con-
tact?

A new report from
Mn/DOT, A Guide to
Bicycle Transportationl

in the 7ivin Cities
A biker near the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis campus makes use of a bike-
only lane. (Photo by David Gonzalez)

Met rpolitan Area: 7he

Processes, 77w Plaers, The Potential (MN/RD-

2000-20), helps to answer those questions. It
describes the multi-agency, regional approach to
transportation in the Twin Cities metropolitan
area and provides an overview of the organiza-
tions involved. Common barriers and limitations
to bicycle transportation are described by metro
area transportation officials and bike advocates.
The potential for improving the bicycle trans-

portation system and examples of innovative
bicycle programs in other North American cities
are also provided. Some of the conclusions are:
* Mn/DOT, the Metropolitan Council, and

county and city public works departmients
need to lead the effort to create a coordinated
bicycle transportation network.

SComnnmunication links between and among
jurisdictions need to be encouraged to devel-
op natural partnerships.

* Bicycling facilities should be included at the
outset of planning a transportation project.

* Bicycling will benefit from strengthening the
formal and informal parnerships among

jurisdictions to share information, plan bike-
ways, identify barriers, and find solutions.

* The process and criteria used to determine
how projects are selected and funded should
be examined for consistency with appropriate
design manuals, traffic engineering princi-
ples. current research. community needs. The
process and criteria should also be based on
a regional bicycle transportation network
infrastructure approach.

* Communities and jurisdictions within the
metropolitan area can look to each other for
good examples of bike facilities and plan-
ning.

* Bicycle facilities are essential in encouraging
Twin Cities metro area residents to commute
to work by bike. Agencies can enhance serx-
ice by developing bike facilities to include
bike storage, lockers, bicycle lanes, and des-
tination signing. T
/IEora copy i oJthe report, call Mn/DOT's

lir (eo/ Research Services at 651-282-2274 or
e-mail researchtr @dot.state. mnt.uts.]
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If your professional organization meets on a regular basis, let us include the information here. Contact Editor, Technology Exchange.
For an up-to-date list of events in Minnesota and nationwide, please see the CTS/T events Web page: www.cts.umn.edu/events.

DATE EVEN LOAT 0ON CONTAC

Apr. & May Icagule of Minnesota Cities Insurance Trus "Safety
and Loss Control" Workshops

Apr. 8-11 2001 APWA North American Snow Conference

Varios (Cities

Indianapolis, Ind.

Chris White, 65 1-215-4069 or 800()-925-1122
APWA, 86-472-61, snow@apwa.netit

APWA, 816-472-61(X), snow@apwa.net

Apr. 18-19 Minnesotla Spring Maintenance Expo> St. Cloud 1liresa Washlini'ton. 612-624-3745.
twashin ( ccc.u n.cdu

Apr. 22-26 National Association of County Engineers (NACE)
Annual Conference

May 23-24 12th Annual CTS Transpolrtation Research (Conference

Bloomington

RiverCentre. St. Paul

NACE, 202-393-5041, www.NACO.org/affils/nace

Catherinc PIlot,. 612(i625-4257,
cploet/z ( ce.uinn.i Idu

Older drivers t/ir 1.font1 page

Tlhe ability to see clearly in loxw-light conditions is also

often impaired, resulting in poor night vision and een

diflficulty reading lighled informainlion on variable-rlcs-

sage electronic signs which are comniilonly placed
aroundx work zones.

A driver's reaction time is nother critical factor in

avoiding accidcnts. For ilany older drivers, reactioni

tiime is increased dramatically particularly in cases
that require the driver to react to complex sittuations,
like work zones and freeway interchanges. D)csignin a

roadway or intersectioni so older drivers ha\e enoughl

time to see and react Ito potentially hazardous condititons

can prevlent accidents and make older drivers more coll-
fortable iusing the roadways 0l your comm}iiunity.

Intersections
Intersections arc the single ilmost imllportant area of con-

cern in designing for oltder road users, both drivers and
pedestrians. Maneuvering safely through a busy intersec
tionl, wthere dozciis of vehicles and pedestrians must
respond quickly to complex signals and roadway mark-
ings. is a challenging task for drivers ofl all ages, but sta-
tistics reveal that older drivers are miiuch more likely to be
involved in accidents at intersections.

One study of nationwide accident data revealed that,

for drivers 80 and over, mnore than hal f f fatal accidents
happened at intersections, comlipared with less than 25
percent lfor the iinder-50 age group. Older pedestrians are

------------------------------------------
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University of Minnesota
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also significantlly miore likely io he struck hby turnin vchi-

cles at intersections.

Suriveys and focus groups conducted iamong senior

divers hae revealed a nmbeh r of proble areas at inter-
sections. ManiY of these issues involve visibility of lane

imiarlkings. potential traffic conflicts. and roadside signage,.

for examiple. ()lder crivers also report difliculty perlornii

ing recluircd driving tasks such as merging simoothly with

traffl ic in adjacent lanes after crossing an intersection.

The handtlhook offers a numllier of design guidelines
for construtlion of intersectioils to help elderly drivers,

includiing geometryli , signing. pllavement marking, trafllic

control, and lane assignllmenl . ()ne ililterestili ircillcml-

dation is that right turn channelization not be iinplemienti

ed at intersections with high pedestrian voliiumes itlout

providing an adjacent pedestrian retfuge island. Also,

because older drivers generally do not positlion themiselves

within all intersection before initialing a left l tlrn, unlre-

stiicted sight distance should he provided through positivce

offset of opposite left-turn lanes Whencvcr possilc.

Traflic signals can also be made safer for elderly driv-

ers hi flollowing guidelines for lighi intensity and red-light

tining outlined inl the handbhook.

Construction and work zones
(Construction es are another area deservingsllpe scial

consideration for older drivers. In these areas, driver atten-

tion errors and failure to xield the righti of way are amollng

the imost clnoillniin fa ctors contrittin to accidentsl and

older driters are lmost likely to demonstrlate these delicits.

Mix type selection guide: a
better pavements

hat's the l st 1 ty pc of hot-mix asphalt (l IMA) to
iuse oni a high-volumle urhan highway witlh heavy

truck triaffic Which mix li ypeC ill rest ill eslt inntiiiti

prfonmancc for ai riural iroaid with l ow traflfic levels

State anlld local highway i encics and contractors look

iii for a rclference on iselectilng the right IIMA Inix f or a

\ariey o f trallic andii environmental conditions can now

tillurn to a nie\ hanidhook. MiT 7\lu e S ction Guide.

A joint publication of the HIWA and the National

Aslphalt Palemenit Association (NA\PA), the handbook is

the lirst to provide compllIrehesie gluidtlance to pa\clvement

designers on selecting appropriate insix types. takinig into

consideration such factors as traffic, e vironment, sh-

siirace palellient xlt utiu c. existilng paveillent c'oidition

auld preparation and econoilmiics. Ihe paementln mix

t1pes dlcsribed in the guide are openll' graded friction

couirses, . stone matr ix asphallt, and line iandi coarse grad
cd dense nlixcs.

Ihe tilde ih pro ides a hihliography of suli1 c sted
irefCCrienc iaterials, and exainplcs t ofapplropriate mix

E
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According to the National Transportation and Safety

oardl. current federal regulations for signing and other
work zone salfetl fatures are more than adequate for

'vig'ilant"i diers, hi lil a\ hbe inadequate for drivers who

are less attientli or lake loniger to rcet. Amiong the hand-

book reconnllllencldations forl work Zones are:

* Ic Use no more thai txi phrases on a variable-mesage

si1n (VMS): it a longer imessage is needed, use nul-
tiplc VMS units or oven a hiighway advisory radio

* U se a flashiing airli panel at the start of the lapcr at

all right and left lane closures on all roadways ith

aill opcrating speed of -15 m.p.h. and above

Similar recommendalions are provided in the hand-
hook for grade separaledi interchallgesi, roadway curvaturtie

iand piassing tones, and colnstructionil/work zonlies.
To oder a copy of the lhandbook, call Minnesota "I'' at

612 626 1023. or e malil hinsd001 ( elts.umn.edu. T2
-Peter Nelson

Relevant research projects at ITS
InstituteWith more elderly drivers on the road every year,

researchers are developing new driver-assis-
tive vehicle technologies that will be especially helpful
to older drivers. At the University of Minnesota's
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Institute, two
such research projects are under way.

At the University's Human Factors Research
Laboratory, a research group led by Tom Smith is
using specialized "night-sight" technologies that allow
the user to see by infrared and ultraviolet light. Their
goal is to create a "head-up" display that shows the
enhanced information directly over the driver's view
of the road. The researchers plan to test this system
with older drivers.

Meanwhile, another team led by professor Herb
Pick of the Department of Cognitive Sciences is
studying orientation and navigation in elderly drivers.
The results may be used to develop training pro-
grams for older drivers, or to develop new technolo-
gies that assist with trip navigation. T2

handbook for building

types to choose lor dilferent scenarios, iilcluding reha-
bilitation of high-volume urbain highway and construe-

tion of an over lay lolr a iiediullm traflic roadway. "+We
anticipate the guidelines will impact both state and local

government policies on selecting IMA mix types for

specific applications,." says Jose Garcia of the F IWA.
t ior mliore iiloratioin or o obtain a copy, contact

Giarcia at 202-366 2226 (l ax 202-493-2070; e-mail

iosc.garciag Ifhwa.dot.go\ . T2
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WORKSHOPS

/" See the T2 workshop catalog for more
information on workshops. Other workshops

will be scheduled as needs are identified.

Fees
The Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2)/ Local Technical
Assistance Program (LTAP) has three fee categories. The fees dif-
fer for each category based on the subsidy funds available.

Category A workshops are heavily subsidized for public agen-
cies. The cost is $40 for township personnel; $50 for city, county,
state, and federal agency employees; and $150 for non-public
organization personnel.

Category B workshops are moderately subsidized and
usually cost between $50 and $150, depending on the workshop.

. Category C workshops are not subsidized, or have a minimal
subsidy. The full cost per person is usually $125 to $300.

The Circuit Training and Assistance Program workshops are
specially priced ranging from $350 for groups of 11 to 40 partici-
pants and $250 for groups of 10 or less. The ideal class size is
between 25 and 30 participants.

The Minnesota T2 / LTAP Program is administered by:
* Center for Transportation Studies, University of Minnesota
and sponsored by:

* Federal Highway Administration
* Minnesota Local Road Research Board
* Minnesota Department of Transportation

Center for Transportation Studies
Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2)/ LTAP Program
University of Minnesota
200 Transportation and Safety Building
511 Washington Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455
* Phone: 612-626-1077
* Fax: 612-625-6381
* E-mail: cts@tc.umn.edu
* Web: www.cts.umn.edu/T2

The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have
equal access to its programs facilities, and employment without regard to race,
cor, creed, marital status, disability, public assistance status, veteran status, or sex-
ual orientation.

Disability accommodations will be provided upon request. This publication is avail
able in alternative formats, if requested.

Fee

Code 2001 2002 Jan Feb Mar Anr May June July Aua Sent Oct Nov nlnr

Roadway/Bridge Maitenance.
Asphalt Pavement Maintenance and Preservation B X X
Bridge Maintenance A X X
Gravel Road Maintenance and Design A X X
New! Motorgrader Operator Training C X
Roadside Vegetation Management C X

Drainage & Erosion Control
Culvert & Storm Sewer Installation and Maintenance A X
Hydraulic Design of Storm Sewer Systems A X X
cSnrmwater RBain feinn R. Maint .and Frninn Control C X

Minnesota Spring Maintenance Expo B X X
Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo B X X

Minnesota Pavement Conference B X X
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